CONGRESS THEME
TAXATION IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY

The increased international mobility of economic activity via FDI, trade, and migration has resulted in a tax environment that requires decision makers to consider their choices in a global context. In particular, the mobility of tax bases poses serious questions for the implementation of tax policy and the sustainability of public goods. These issues and more, including tax competition between governments, tax planning by firms, and potential cooperative solutions will be topics of discussion in the four plenary sessions. Submissions in all fields of public finance are welcome.

CONGRESS AUGUST 20-23 2015

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20
Contributed sessions, Welcome Reception

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21
Contributed sessions, Excursion

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22
Contributed sessions, General Assembly, Congress Dinner

SUNDAY, AUGUST 23
Contributed sessions

REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION FEE UNTIL MAY 31, 2015

Congress Registration - Early Bird
Member €225.00
Congress Registration - Early Bird
Non Member €365.00
Congress Registration - Ph D
Ph D student - must register by 31 May €150.00
Congress Registration - Early Bird
Accompanying Person €150.00

REGISTRATION FEE AFTER MAY 31 2015

Congress Registration - Normal
Member €265.00
Congress Registration - Normal
Non Member €405.00
Congress Registration - Normal
Accompanying Person €170.00

Note that there is a submission fee of €20 for non-members. This fee is creditable against a membership subscription. Please also note that presenters are required to become members of the IIPF. Advantages of membership include a reduced Congress registration fee and free subscription to International Tax and Public Finance. More information on IIPF membership can be found at www.iipf.org/membership.htm

Congress fees for participants include: congress documentation, coffee and lunches according to the programme and access to the welcome reception on August 20, the excursion on August 21, as well as the Congress dinner on August 22. The registration fee for accompanying persons includes: welcome reception on August 20, excursion on August 21 and congress dinner on August 22.

GIZ will provide a limited number of travel grants for participants from developing countries. Details can be found on the Congress website.

For more information, please contact:
iipf2015@advantagepc.ie
www.iipf2015.com
Phone: +353 1 450 2422

We gratefully acknowledge the kind support of PwC.
WELCOME TO DUBLIN IN 2015
It is our pleasure to invite you to the 71st Annual Congress of the International Institute of Public Finance (IIPF 2015), held in Trinity College, Dublin, on August 20 – 23, 2015.

Situated on Ireland’s East Coast, the capital city of Dublin resides at the mouth of the River Liffey. Established by the Vikings over a thousand years ago, it has developed through the centuries to gradually become the most important commercial and cultural centre in Ireland. Dublin is a sophisticated metropolis widely acknowledged as one of Europe’s loveliest and liveliest capital cities. As an eclectic modern capital city, Dublin provides the tradition you would expect alongside an exciting cosmopolitan aspect - this fusion of the old and the new makes Dublin both exciting and unique. Besides its many museums, libraries, historic castles and Georgian squares, Dublin has a love affair with music and literature which can be experienced in the many pubs, theatres, galleries and clubs throughout the city. A city that invites you into its heart, a city comfortable to explore and a city with a contagious energy, Dublin looks forward to welcoming you in August 2015.

IIPF
The International Institute of Public Finance (IIPF) is the world organization of public finance economists and has 800 members from over 50 countries. In an increasingly specialized academic field, the IIPF seeks to generate intellectual interchanges among public finance experts. The Institute’s annual congress is the main forum for its activities, which include organizing academic events, promoting the exchange of knowledge between academics and practitioners of all nationalities, and awarding prizes for outstanding academic achievements.

The congress also provides an opportunity for the IIPF governing bodies to convene (Board of Management, General Assembly of Members). The IIPF is currently administered by an Executive Committee consisting of President Michael P. Devereux (University of Oxford, UK) and the two Vice Presidents Joel Slemrod (University of Michigan, USA) and Clemens Fuest (ZEW Mannheim, DE). The legal and administrative seat of the non-profit organization IIPF is in Munich, Germany.

Further information is available at www.iipf.org

CHAIR OF LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Ronald Davies (University College of Dublin)

CHAIRS OF SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
Dhammika Dharmapala (University of Chicago)
Panu Poutvaara (University of Munich and Ifo Institute)

VENUE
The Congress is jointly organized by University College Dublin, NUI-Maynooth, and Trinity College Dublin who together form the Dublin Economics Programme. The Congress will be held at the historic Trinity College campus, which is located in the heart of Dublin city centre at the meeting place of the retail and cultural districts.

HOW TO GET HERE
By Plane:
Dublin Airport is the largest and most easily accessed airport in Ireland, with services to 28 airports in the UK, a European network covering over 100 airports and 16 scheduled services to North America, many offering connections within the US and Canada. The airport also serves Agadir in North Africa and the Middle East is served by Abu Dhabi.

By Boat:
Dublin Port offers a variety of services between Ireland, the UK and France. The Port is located in the heart of the city for easy access. Ireland is also served by Rosslare Harbour in the South East of the Country which is approximately 2 hours travel time from Dublin.